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ETA (Electrical Technical Association) is a student’s association started, run and
maintained by students aiming at honing their inter- and intra-personal skills. It was
started during the academic year 1997-98 and was the first of its kind.
Main objectives of ETA:
 To enhance technical knowledge in the field of Electrical Engineering through
quizzes, seminars, workshops, industrial visits etc.,
 To boost the confidence levels for facing interviews through group discussions,
paper presentations, mock interviews, event management, time management
etc.,
 To inculcate morals and ethics for wholesome development of oneself.
ETA is also a platform to bring out the hidden inherent talents of our students. ETA
organizes

a number of technical activities

like

‘Talk on innovations’, ‘Poster

presentation’, ‘Technical quiz’, ‘Technical paper presentation’, ‘Mock Interviews’ and
extracurricular events like singing competition, General quiz, Pencil sketch, Debate,
Spell bee, Storytelling, Chess, Reversing words, Rangoli, Elocution in Telugu, Cine
buzz, Throw ball, Tennicoit, Cricket, Volley ball etc., Industrial tours gave industry
exposure to the students.

In near future we plan to conduct many other events like group discussions,
workshops, circuit debugging, innovative ideas, principle behind greater innovations,
notice board events, arts and exhibits etc., for the benefit of the members of ETA.

Technical events enhance the knowledge and skills of the students. Technical paper
presentations help the students prepare for their project work in an organized manner.
It also gives awareness on upcoming technologies in the field of Electrical Engineering.
Final year students train and guide their juniors regarding career prospects. Mock
interviews are conducted by Final year students to enable their juniors face interviews
with ease. Leadership skills are acquired by the students in organizing various events.
Poster presentation helps in designing a poster, expressing their objectives and
outcomes clearly.
Inter-departmental competitions are also planned to make the students mingle and
compete with peers from various departments. With these activities students get
motivated. Many of our final year students were placed in various multi-national
companies through campus selections.
ETA valedictory is conducted every year to share their views regarding Electrical
Technical Association. Students are honoured with prizes to boost their self esteem.

